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Preface
That was what he said, for me not to follow him.
But I did follow him, all the years.

These words at the end of "Blackberry Winter" mark the memories of a once
nine-year-old, threatened with having his throat cut by a tramp passing
through the flood-ravaged farm of the boy's father. What attracts the boy is
the utter strangeness of the tramp, who almost spits on the father's boota
strangeness beyond even the unseasonable weather, the flood, the surprising
litter that appears from under the best tenant's cabin. All these others are
accepted with calm comprehension: in this world, expect the unexpected;
meanwhile work together to restore order, until the next reminder of
mankind's fallen state. The tramp represents that same dark dimension of life,
without consideration that an opposite dimension might exist or ever evolve.
His disdain for the land, his contempt for the community's readiness to take
him in if he does his share, seems a declaration that disorder is the first and
final state of the world. To measure the truth in that mind-set and what
mitigation of it there might be, the boy has to follow him . . .
The more one reads of Robert Penn Warren, the more one is persuaded that
this unromanticized tale is a parable of the author's own driving curiosity, his
need to reassure himself of the world's intrinsic order in the face of mishap
multiplied into chaos; his compulsion not to impose his hopes on any
premature conclusion, but to test each moment by every other conceivable
moment. His "story" remains the same: a search for a humanized equivalent
of science's unified field theory. It is told, however, in a variety of forms,
impatiently seeking a self beyond self while patiently recognizing that no
amount of evidence would constitute irrefutable proof. One has to be
satisfied, Warren implies, with "coming-closerness."
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What compensations can there be for the wrack of tentativeness inherent in a
doomed yearning after finalities? Warren's gain is that he can become part of
"man's long effort to be human," rejecting anything less as surrender to
meaninglessness. But if life is "the text," the whole case, its parts have to be
redemptive of one another; all creation must be reconciled with itself. What
such an act of faith requires of an author, and what at the same time serves as
his reward, is a continuum of substantial, fine-textured details, corroborated
from multiple points of view.
The title of this work, The Blood-Marriage of Earth and Skyadapted from
Warren's poem "Red-Tail Hawk and Pyre of Youth"is meant to suggest the
way in which his works may be considered meditations on a general
communion, co-being, especially through collaborative narration in the case
of his novels. His fiction sought to convey a sense of solidarity without
uniformity, of diversity without divisiveness; but this hard-earned consistency
was always accompanied by continuous questioning. He needed to know,
needed not to forget; but he also needed to ask again, and once more again:
identifying with the inarticulateness and privacy and slow venturing of
individual characters' minds, yet moving always toward a community-byaccumulation. Democracy as poetry.
Because the forms that evolved in his later novels in response to this need for
a wider, more democratic gathering of perspectives have gone largely
unnoticed, this study's focus is on these novels published between 1959 and
1977. Since it was exploratory vision rather than versatility as showmanship
that made Warren the rare "man of letters" he was, the interflow between
these novels and his poetry and playforms and critical essays is also
recognized and, on a lesser scale, measured here. Wholeness naturally eluded
him, though he could settle for nothing less. His curiosity made him wonder
about the possibilityhis skepticism, about the improbabilityof an afterlife, as
his last collection of poems and a number of interviews witness. He lived as
he swameagerly; steadily.
Blood-Marriage ends with a commentary on Warren as reader: as a critic
more interested in understanding the arguments and insights of others than in
handing down judgments. Always he presumed that he was participating in
ongoing conversations, regularly revisionary but respectful of another's voice
and the integrity of the word and open to amendment. Consistent with his
views on human limitation, Warren as a critic preferred close reading, careful
11

decoding, to closed reading. He
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yearned for answers, knowing that ultimately there were only more questions.
And in the endsilence: " . . . when you are nine years old what you remember
seems forever, for you remember everything and everything is important and
stands big and full and fills up Time and is so solid that you can walk around
and around it like a tree and look at it."
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1
Intimate Distances
The urn burial of Kentuckian writer Robert Penn Warren took place among
the wooded back roads beyond the town center of Stratton, Vermont. Bach
was played on guitar, lute, and banjo. Friends and relatives gathered "at the
heightened swell of the graveyard"1 felt no sense of incongruity; they saw,
rather, a man completing "a sequence that I call Myself." Even those
lamenting Warren's loss were celebrating his continuing presence within them
as well as in the surrounding mountainsunmarked, unmocked, not stripminedwhere one might still dare to dream mythic America into being.
Warren was too much the realist, too experienced in the problematic nature of
the human condition, to be other than a post-romantic, where romanticism
means remaking God in the image of man. Yet if he could not shout out the
unqualified Yes of the self-assured egoist, neither could he join the
absurdist/nihilist in any final No. Had the Scripture recited by Cleanth Brooks
at graveside not already been writtenthe opening of Job 14: "Man, that is born
of woman, hath but a short time to live, and is full of misery"Warren could
have provided those very words. He could have found their parallel in the
salvaged building stones of Hiroshima, bearing the vague imprint of the
shadows of people running from the atomic cloudburst. Yet he would never
confuse humility with humiliation before unthinkable horrors, or with
acquiescence to inevitable despair.2 Between unprobed vision and unprovable
void, between utopian privilege and irreversible entropy, there was living
space enough and time for that ageless outcry: More. For him, absoluteness of
doubt had to be doubted in turn. In 1969, Warren told Marshall Walker that he
felt less close to apocalyptic writers than to Jefferson, who said that "liberty is
gained by inches."3
1. Peter Davison, "Deep in the Blackness of Woods: A Farewell to Robert Penn
Warren" New England Monthly (March, 1990), 38.
2. See the author's "Between Vision and Void: Postmodern American Literature,"
Aquila, III (The Hague, 1976), 5386.
3. Quoted in Floyd C. Watkins, John T. Hiers, and Mary Louise Weaks, eds.,
Talking with Robert Penn Warren (Athens, 1990), 166. Hereafter cited as Talking.
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Interviewers have quoted Warren as insisting on being understood to be a
"yearner."4 As he explained to Peter Stitt in 1977: "I am a creature of this
world, but I am also a yearner, I suppose. I would call this temperament rather
than theologyI haven't got any gospel. That is, I feel an immanence of
meaning in things, but I have no meaning to put there that is interesting or
beautiful."5 It is this yearning after complete and irreducible knowledge,
made poignant by the recurring reminder of drastic human limitation, that
made Warren a man of letters, attempting by every genre possible and by
multiple voices and movements within those genres to test and perhaps
approximate the wholeness he envisioned.
It is an old and lasting refrain in Warren that nothing is ever lost: the
imperative of that wisdom requires that we use memory and anticipation to
see time not only as the passage of events but as part of a discernible supreme
order. Nothing is irrelevant; nothing is wholly imaginary. Writing, he
explained to Richard Sale in 1969, has a very personal purpose: "if the
process itself is not your process of trying to find your way into your own life
and life in general, to learn respect for your own feelings and your own
values, then to hell with it." But self is never exclusively self-defining or selfdetermining: "The fragmenting of life is happening. The deepening of
individual affections takes the place of it, in a way. Family things come in,
too. Love in the family is something quite different again; it's another form of
privacy, really. But excepting individual affections and family, there's
something else that people need. They need some rational sense of a general
communion."6 Nothing is more durable in Warren's writing than this mutual
dependency of self and other, of approaching total integration while
maintaining individuation, of being that is emergent from becoming and
belonging. But because such definiteness and durability are so difficult to
achieve, his work keeps measuring the possibility of perfection from as many
dramatic calculuses as he can manage.
The same osmosis of being (referred to in "Knowledge and the Image of
Man"7) that creates the inseparability of person and person makes porous, for
Warren, those distinctions usually associated with literary genres. This mutual
accommodation and complicity resemble the manner in which "impurities"
become key components of a "pure poem,'' de4. Examples from Talking appear on pp. 213, 243, and 382.
5.Ibid., 243.
15

6.Ibid., 13233, 135.
7. See also Victor Strandberg, "Warren's Osmosis," in Robert Penn Warren:
Critical Perspectives, ed. Neil Nakadate (Lexington, Ky., 1981), 251, where
special emphasis is given father-son relationships in the novels and long poems.
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scribed in his essay on "Pure and Impure Poetry." Warren has explained how
All the King's Men changed from a kind of local drama to a novel with global
implications; and novels such as Wilderness, when first imagined, suggested
"that somehow they might be poems." In 1970, Warren told Ruth Fisher, "I
really think of novels when I am trying to compose or conceive of them the
way I think about a poem . . . I feel, for instance, about a big episode in a
novel the way I feel about the question of rhythm in a narrative compositionI
don't mean the prose stylethe relationship there of its swoops and valleys of
action, the way I feel about the meter of a poem." After his first few novels,
Warren's poems became more and more concrete, and increasingly narrative,
as he worked on Brother to Dragonswhich originally offered itself to him as a
novel, then became a verse play. After Brother to Dragons he saw no reason
to keep writing short stories. Early in life he had thought novels were beneath
contempt, until he studied the fiction of Katherine Anne Porter, Caroline
Gordon, and Ford Madox Ford. Warren soon found that these authors had the
same feeling for the insides of fiction that John Crowe Ransom and Allen
Tate had for the insides of poetry. Thereafter, wherever impulse or passional
meditation led, he followed. The only remaining distinction was that poetry
became recognizably "much more personal. I don't mean the material is
necessarily more personal, but that it's a closer, more private activity."8
That autobiographical elements appear in his fiction as well, however deeply
embedded (and perhaps hidden even from the author), has long been argued.
Looming among such references is the "doubleness" of fatherson
relationships (which Randolph Paul Runyon in The Taciturn Text chooses to
elaborate as an "oedipal mystery") in late as well as early novels. It worried
Warren that he became the publicized poet that his father, burdened with
finances and finally with cancer, could not. At the same time, Warren's
stoicism in the face of his own disabling difficulties owed much to the
example set by his long-suffering father. Recurring self-doubts invited Warren
to ever greater achievement, which, in turn, provoked resumption of humility,
requiring that he judge himself as conscientiously as he judged others.
Katherine Snipes was not the first to wonder whether the aesthetics of Slim
Sarrett, in At Heaven's Gate, were not Warren's own, repelled though he was
by Slim's manipulative nature.9 About the degree of self-consciousness with
which Warren created such characters as One-Eye Jenkins in World Enough
and Time or the
8.Talking, 152, 162, 178, 12930, 227, 68.
17

9. Randolph Paul Runyon, The Taciturn Text: The Fiction of Robert Penn Warren
(Columbus, Ohio, 1990); Katherine Snipes, Robert Penn Warren (New York,
1983), 42.
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Indian in Audubon, one can only speculate. Were they means to
selfmortification; catharsis; concealed "accidents"? (Runyon makes much of
Willie Stark's "wink" in All the King's Men as an insightful symbol for all
Warren's fiction.)
Nevertheless, whatever personal clues one finds in Warren's stories, selfrevelation/confrontation come more immediately in his poetry. Writing
poetry, Warren told Sale in 1969, is "more of a prayerful state than writing the
novel is. A lot of the novel is in doing good works, as it were, not praying.
And the prayerful state is just being passive with it, mumbling, being around
there, lying on the grass, going swimming, you see." Still, beyond such
differences, "all the novels I have written have seemed to me like big poems,
with the chapters and events as metaphors rather than documents." Fiction
focuses on "just what's there, and having to face it as there. Its thereness is
all"; and every work, poem or novel, "has some meaning that you haven't
solved" beforehand, some lifethreatening, life-energizing issue that seizes the
author's attention. Beyond that impulse to respond, what determined Warren's
choice of genres might be highly practical: "Usually it takes about ten or
twenty years for me to write a novel.''10 The years of energetic preparation
(including disguises) required to write a novel might well become a
consideration of real weight as time and opportunity diminished. It is also
easier to revise or edit out a poem or poetic sequence, as Warren has done
from collection to collection, than it is to rewrite a novel once it is in print.
The work of a true man of letters requires a virtuoso outpouring of words in
various modes, and one might think of it, too, as an exploration of the
compatibility of personal diversity and personal wholeness. Warren himself
conjectured that "every writer, no matter how trivial, and every writer, no
matter how great, has only one tale; and the great writers have more versions
of it." By way of clarification, he insisted that a writer "doesn't know what his
story is, so he keeps on fiddling with the possibilities of that story." The
writer's endless yearning after perfect self-knowledge, despite the awareness
that it is forever elusive, has an affinity with Hugh Ruppersburg's comment
that Brother to Dragons "argues for a continued pursuit of the ideals of the
country's founding, tempered by knowledge that they are unattainable." In
Warren the American dream is of freedom linked with responsibility, and of
individualism linked with a persistent sense of communitya sense not always
welcome when narcissism or greed, bordering on anarchy, is in vogue. These
complications, and not the mere fact that we tend to aspire be19

10. Talking, 121, 93, 159, 262.
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